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Send qualified teachers to 
Mumbwa school
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From SAKABILO KALEMBWE in Mumbwa

AMATHEON-Agri Holding chief executive officer Carl Brunat has implored 
Government to send more trained teachers to Kafwikamo Community 
School in Chief Kaindu’s area in Mumbwa.
Speaking during the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between 
World Vision Zambia and the Ministry of Education, Science, Vocational 
Training and Early-Education in Mumbwa on Thursday, Mr Brunat said his 
organisation cherishes the partnership with the two institutions.
“I would like to appeal to the Ministry of Education, Science, Vocational 
Training and Early-Education and the District Education Board to send 
more trained teachers to this school to ensure that quality education is 
provided to the pupils,” he said.
Mr Brunat also commended Government for creating a conducive 
environment in which his organisation can work and contribute to the 
development of the Kaindu community.
And World Vision regional operations manager Dimuna Mwanza said her 
organisation is committed to ensuring that children have an opportunity 
to learn.
“Children should have a good learning environment and improved 
reading skills, and this support today is a great foundation in the school.
“Education is transformational and its importance to social and economic 
development to individuals, communities and the nation cannot be over-
emphasised,” Mrs Mwanza said.
Mrs Mwanza underscored the value of education in improving livelihoods 
and stability.
“It is a powerful catalyst for enhancing development and a case in point 
is countries like South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan, have experienced 
unusual growth in 50 years from abject poverty to highly developed 
economies,” she said.
Mumbwa district commissioner Sunday Shamabanse said qualified 
teachers would be deployed to the school.
“Government, through the Ministry of Education and the district education 
board secretary, will ensure that qualified teachers are deployed to this 
school and other schools so that our children can get quality, effective 
and efficient education,” Mr Shamabanse said.
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